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10 CONJURATIONS AGAINST

ALL PROBLEMS

Lots of negative energies surround us every day, and to protect yourself you

have to know some powerful, yet simple to use Magick techniques. One of

the most powerful Magick types is theMagick of Elements.

Totally, there are four elements: The Fire, The Water, The Soil and The Air.

Knowing how to use each of them can provide you a Supreme level of

protection against pretty much any problem you have in life.

I will demonstrate you 10 very powerful Magick conjurations that work, so

you too can be defended against nasty surprises that may come your way.

These conjurations are not some made up stuff that is not tested. They come

from a very powerful form of Magick that takes root in Russia. They are

time tested and perfected to combat even the nastiest works of evil.

Even though they do look simple, they can actually destroy the power of

even very complex works of magicians and other skilled workers. Many

people feel the change, profound transformation and energetic shifts right

after the first time they use the conjuration.
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Also, feel free to use specific conjuration against a specific or vague

problem. For example, Conjuration # 1 can be used against a specific

problem if you have headaches or if someone is doing evil against you. At

the same time, it can be used for general health improvement.

Keep in mind that when you do a conjuration, it can bring you additional

benefits you are not even aware of. For example, Conjuration # 4 can be

used to get rid of evil eye. But at the same time, after doing it, you can

notice how your mental abilities and focus increase. You can start getting

better grades at school and begin to make right choices, which lead to right

actions, which lead to more satisfying life.

Or, for example, Conjuration # 2 can destroy your relationship problems.

You can do it if you face problems with your lover, like arguments or fights.

Yet, at the same time, after doing it, you may also notice that you become

much sexier, you attract more positive attention into your life and your

energy levels greatly increase – you accomplish more goals by getting

things done!

Trivia Tip:

Conjurations are magical words, phrases and sentences that

have their own “purpose formula” and are used to achieve a

certain outcome. They work like invocation spells. They are

used to achieve what you consciously desire.
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And also always remember that whatever you do – you do it to harm none,

including yourself, for the highest good of all. Just have this intention and

that's all you need.

Do not dwell on taking revenge or satisfying your ego. Much more

intelligent Universe knows what is best. When in doubt, just have the

intention not to harm none, do it for the highest good of all and if you are

not sure about getting what you want, have the intention to get what you

want or something better!

Let me give you an example to demonstrate what I mean. Let's say you want

to use Conjuration # 2 to save a relationship. But you are not sure if you

actually want to save it. So, you do it with intention not to harm anyone

including yourself, for the highest good or all and to have relationship saved

– or get something better!

Let the much wiser Universe decide. It may help you save the relationship

by making your lover much wiser towards you as well. For example, instead

of arguing, your lover may find a way to have constructive dialog with you.

Or if they are really harmful to your life and mental health, Universe may

tell you that it is time to get rid of them and find someone who will truly

love and appreciate you.

Usually, Universe grants your request and will save the relationship and

even make it all nice and sweet. But if that relationship is dangerous, then it

may remove the dangerous person from your life! All for good! Highest

good of all! And in return, you may get a new lover (something better, much

better!).
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Feel free to save or print this report because it will serve you as a

powerful guide and life-changing tool when you face unpleasant

surprise. And unlike many people suffer and spend months or years to

overcome obstacles, you will be able to solve everything quickly, effectively

and effortlessly!

Here is a quick reference list of what Elements deal with when it comes to

you:

Element of Air – deals with your mental body and mentality

Element of Fire – deals with your actions, energy, movements

Element of Water – deals with your emotional body and emotions

Element of Earth – deals with your physical body and often health

Keep in mind that when it comes to working with Elements, it is not

necessarily strict which element to choose for a certain request. For example,

when you want to conjure up greater wealth, you do not necessarily need to

refer to only the Element of Earth. For example, I know many rituals for the

Element of Air to bring up money. And it is not surprising because “making

money” is also a mental ability, not just physical.

Again, keep in mind that these are not just some weak conjurations. They

have immense power. They are used by many skilled practitioners and

people who are not actually “into Magick”.

Why?
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Because they work! And they work very well! Others use them and I use

them too! I will never give you something that I know does not work!

Always know and remember that!

Ready?

Great!

Let's begin!

CONJURATION # 1

Mother-Nature – Give Protection!

To protect your health and financial stability you should deal with The Earth

Element. Take a bit of soil in your right hand or it can be a small stone or

clay. Stay faced to North. Concentrate on the soil in your hand and tell about

your problems aloud and also in your mind. Do not complain, but confess to

it your thoughts. Describe in details what bothers you most of all. Then

throw the soil behind your back and say:

“Let my troubles go to soil. Take them, digest them, melt them, reborn them

to something good. Amen”.

Do not turn around and just go away without looking back. Desirably, dress

in some green, brown or black clothes.

As an amulet against the streams of negative energy, you should make the

protection soil bottle. Just take any bottle made of green or brown glass, fill

it with dry pure soil or clay. Then, you should cork and dig it near the

entrance of the house, desirably by the window. After that, say:
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“The bad eye, go away to the sky. In the bottle hidden, in my life forbidden.

Amen”.

Note: “The bad eye” refers to many levels of negativity. It is also symbolic

but not limited to an evil eye.

CONJURATION # 2

Fire And Sun, What's A Nice Day!

You should deal with the Fire Magick (Element of Fire) if you face any

problems with love or need to fulfill yourself with vital energy. Wear red or

orange clothes.

At noon time make a small fire, sit down by it facing South and concentrate

on the flame. If the fire lit bright or started to “shoot” – you are moving in a

right direction in regards to your “love deals”. If it started to fade away or

became smoky – you have some problems. In the last case you have to write

down on the papers everything that troubles you and throw it into the fire.

For every piece of paper that you throw in the fire, you should say:

“Burn down the misfortunes with your flame, give me your luck and warm

up my name. Amen”.

CONJURATION # 3

When The Water Comes - The Trouble Goes Away!

To deal with The Water element energy is better to use the help of natural

sources or atmospheric fallouts – rain, snow, hailstones. Below is very

effective protective water ritual against “visible and invisible enemies”
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(people consciously harming you or negative energy demons, or elementals).

The Water element will help you to get rid of any evil eye and it is known to

get rid of even poisonings.

Get a bowl of rain/snow water (melt it if needed). Keep it for 9 days with

any silver object at the bottom. For example, you can just put silver spoon or

some piece of silver jewelry there.

At night, under the moon, with your face to the West with your fingers

dipped into that water, touch the body spots which are responsible for

different life spheres needed to protect. The forehead reflects the brain,

study, intellectual work; the neck - relationships, creativity, arts; the chest –

love, social, religious or donation work; the stomach – sexual relations,

prosperity, physical works.

During every touch, you should say:

“My word is a Spirit Sword.

No one can break and resist.

Of the key, lock and tongue it consist. Amen”

CONJURATION # 4

Use The Wind – And You Are Powerful!

You can use the wind power (Element of Air) for protection from evil eye,

love spells and mental poisoning (also known as negative influencing from

all sources). Basically, the Element of Air deals with your Mental Plane and

mentality.
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At dawn, face to the East. Wait for the wind to blow into your face and say:

“Leave me, the troubles, go away to the land of wind. The sickness go off me

and stick to the wind. Fly away to the windy gates of hell. You’ll stay there

in the windy house for ages. I feel here all right without you. Key. Lock.

Tongue. Amen”.

Take a thick white thread with little pieces of paper beaded on it. Describe

your problems shortly on each of the pieces of paper. On windy day go to a

deserted place and find a dried out or baldy bush. Throw a thread with

troubles on it with the words:

“What given to a mankind will fly away with wind. The wind blew off, faded

out. Amen”.

Note: words like “key”, “lock”, “tongue” represent Magick words of

powerful sealing. It is done to make sure your conjuration will not be broken.

“Key” represents the key only you hold, “lock” represents the lock which

locks the power of your conjuration and “tongue” represents your own

process of saying this conjuration. All this means is that you said the

conjuration, locked it with the power of lock and you hold the key to the

lock. Nobody else said the conjuration, nobody else put the lock on it and

nobody else hold the key – only you do! Therefore, nobody can break your

conjuration!

Together – We Are The Power!

The power of Elements can be united. The elements of The Water and The

Earth will save from envy, evil eye and bad luck. At the waning moon, fill

the bowl with water. At night stand barefooted on the ground and say:
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“Help me, Mother-Earth and Mother-Water! As the river flows with no

obstructions through fields and meadows, washing off everything from its

banks, so all troubles and misfortunes to be washed off me into the soil.

Amen”.

Wash your fingers and face a bit, and the rest of the water - pour it out into

the soil.

If you want to create a house blessing and protection amulet, you should

have water, salt, candle (white, brown or purple), aroma stick (incense, for

example, basil or Frank & Myrrh). Put the items on a table. In the center, put

the “sword” (knife, knitting needle, spike – anything metallic and sharp).

Light a candle and aroma stick, and read:

With a fire burning, a sharp sword, cold water, a fertile soil and free wind I

swear: step away my enemy! There is no dark power, bad intentions and evil

eye where the sword is stored. The darkness will be taken by the soil.

Washed with water from the eyes, burnt by fire, blown away with wind.

Nobody will find out, no one will come through. So let it be! Amen”.

Put the “sword” under the mat by the doorstep.

CONJURATION # 5

Supreme Protection Against Evil

In order to protect yourself and your loved ones from evil, Archangel St.

Michael is your help. All Magicians know the power of Archangel St.

Michael. He is the right hand of God who fights evil and no evil can stand

against him.
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Simply read the following prayer to Archangel St. Michael for supreme

protection against evil:

St. Michael the Archangel, defend us in battle. Be our safeguard against the

wickedness and snares of the Devil. May God rebuke him, we humbly pray,

and do thou, O Prince of the heavenly hosts, by the power of God, cast into

hell Satan, and all the evil spirits, who prowl about the world seeking the

ruin of souls. Amen.

CONJURATION # 6

Gain Healing Power

For healing powers, use Psalm 23 and Psalm 91 as combination. It is a supreme

healing formula. By no means it is a substitute for doctors and medications. Very

often, conjurations work WITH medical treatments. People who use conjurations

reports that their doctors are able to find much better solutions for them. At the same

time, conjurations are known to heal diseases, yet - I would never recommend using

just conjuration instead of a medical treatment. Diseases take roots in mental and

emotional fields, manifesting into a psychical (your body). Therefore, doctors help

you heal physical body, your emotion and mind. A lot of doctors do know that prayers

help the recovery, there were studies done. But I’ve never heard of a doctor or a smart

patient who said “just pray”. Conjurations attack disease on one angle, while doctors

and medicines attack it from another angle. Together, they form a very powerful

remedy!

Read Psalms 23 and 91 in the morning and before going to bed. If you can, read them

at noon too.

Psalm 23:

1 The Lord is my shepherd, I lack nothing.

2 He makes me lie down in green pastures,
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he leads me beside quiet waters,

3 he refreshes my soul.

He guides me along the right paths

for his name’s sake.

4 Even though I walk

through the darkest valley,[a]

I will fear no evil,

for you are with me;

your rod and your staff,

they comfort me.

5 You prepare a table before me

in the presence of my enemies.

You anoint my head with oil;

my cup overflows.

6 Surely your goodness and love will follow me

all the days of my life,

and I will dwell in the house of the Lord

forever.

Psalm 91:

1 Whoever dwells in the shelter of the Most High

will rest in the shadow of the Almighty.[a]

2 I will say of the Lord, “He is my refuge and my fortress,

my God, in whom I trust.”

3 Surely he will save you

from the fowler’s snare

and from the deadly pestilence.

4 He will cover you with his feathers,

and under his wings you will find refuge;

his faithfulness will be your shield and rampart.

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm+23&version=NIV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm+91&version=NIV
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5 You will not fear the terror of night,

nor the arrow that flies by day,

6 nor the pestilence that stalks in the darkness,

nor the plague that destroys at midday.

7 A thousand may fall at your side,

ten thousand at your right hand,

but it will not come near you.

8 You will only observe with your eyes

and see the punishment of the wicked.

9 If you say, “The Lord is my refuge,”

and you make the Most High your dwelling,

10 no harm will overtake you,

no disaster will come near your tent.

11 For he will command his angels concerning you

to guard you in all your ways;

12 they will lift you up in their hands,

so that you will not strike your foot against a stone.

13 You will tread on the lion and the cobra;

you will trample the great lion and the serpent.

14 “Because he[b] loves me,” says the Lord, “I will rescue him;

I will protect him, for he acknowledges my name.

15 He will call on me, and I will answer him;

I will be with him in trouble,

I will deliver him and honor him.

16 With long life I will satisfy him

and show him my salvation.”

CONJURATION # 7

Conjure Up Money!

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm+91&version=NIV
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This conjuration is used to attract money. And when you do it all the time, you can

easily attract wealth - fast! Money come to you from expected and unexpected

sources. Also, you will get new ideas on how to attract money. Business opportunities

will show up. Financial opportunities will be near you and you can take action!

Don’t be surprised if you win a lottery or find money. You will also begin to save

money because saving money means more money. Unnecessary expenses leaks will

begin to repair. Money will be yours!

For this conjuration, you will need a glass of orange juice. Money like anything that is

connected to planet Sun… and orange juice. Orange juice is the money cleansing tool,

meaning that it cleanses your relationship with money, your money-attracting

channels and your money energy.

Fill a glass with orange juice. Imagine $ symbol or symbol of any currency. Then,

imagine that this symbol goes in the glass of orange juice and that you create a happy

environment for attracting money. In fact, if you begin to feel playful and happy

yourself when you do that - it means you are really activating your money energy!

That’s good!

After you imagine that, imagine that $ symbol inside the orange juice begins to

radiate infinite rays of gold, white or whatever colors in all the different directions

and these rays are infinite in length.

Then, imagine that you attract money easily. Money love you, money choose you,

money come to you. You love money, you accept money, you attract money. All your

feelings of shame, guilt and non-deservingness around money are gone!

You and money have excellent relationship! You imagine how you attract more and

more money, while your unnecessary expenses get lower and lower - yet, you easily

spend money on what you love!
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Then, imagine that you are looking at yourself from above and you see yourself rich.

You can imagine that you are surrounded with money and that you are happy. You are

wealthy! And you are very happy!

Then, you say the following conjuration:

“I bathe money in the orange juice” - 3 times, preferably with the smile.

After that, drink your orange juice, knowing that it cleanses your money and attracts

more and more money to you. It’s like orange juice is your money liquid!

This is a very powerful conjuration to conjure up a lot of money and wealth! Besides,

you can do it every time you drink a glass of orange juice, be it at home or restaurant.

If you don’t drink orange juice, you can use any orange-color drink or you can still

use orange juice. But instead of drinking it, pour it somewhere as close to your door

as you can and say: “It is not money I am pouring out, it is my gift to Earth and the

Universe and money is what I am attracting! Take this orange juice and attract me

money in return! Thank you. Thank you. Thank you. Amen!”

CONJURATION # 8

Fix All Your Love Problems

To fix all your love problems, Aphrodite will help! Not only conjuring up Aphrodite

prayer helps you with love, it also helps you with sex, sexuality, looking good,

shining wherever you do, appreciating things and loving yourself!

This conjuration also fixes broken relationships, helps you find a new love and

increases your sex drive! If you have a specific love problem in mind, think of a

problem before reading a conjuration to Aphrodite.

Aphrodite is a very powerful love deity who works miracles! Read Aphrodite

conjuration once daily and make sure, you read it on Friday. Preferably, at 5 PM.
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Here is the conjuration:

Aphrodite, friend of people that seek a lover, a companion

For lifetime, a mate to talk about their sorrows and delights;

Aphrodite, you touch the Center of the soul,

You light the fire of fire in men and women,

You hold our hearts on your gentle hands. Goddess,

Fair one, kind one, giver of the gifts that are most precious,

Open my soul into pleasure and gladness, open

My head to possibility, start my heart

To love. Heal me of harm, release me out of panic;

Grant me that the innocence of love I may

See the world in all of its promise and attractiveness;

Grant me the wisdom of experience that I may

Choose with sense and judgment. May my eyes be enthusiastic,

May my vision be accurate, may I see what's

More clearly than that which may be. Aphrodite,

I pray to you, goddess, grant me your gift of love!

Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.

CONJURATION # 9

http://www.plutocraft.com
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Detect Lies

How would you like to gain a power when people cannot lie to you when it matters?

It is easier than you think if you know what to do.

Through my Magick career, I had to cast spells for my clients to detect lies for

different reasons. It was done to detect cheating, uncover hidden plots, pull the truth

out of the people and to gain safety.

Here is how to do anti-lie conjuration…

Think of a person that you want to know the truth from. Or think of a situation. Or

both… For example, you want to know if your girlfriend/boyfriend is cheating on you

or not. You think of them and think that you know the truth.

Then, you say this conjuration:

“Acacia, acacia, make NAME* tell me the truth, Moon, Neptune, Mercury and Saturn

- I know the truth!”

* NAME IS NAME OF THE PERSONWHOM YOUWANT TO TELL YOU THE

TRUTH

Say this conjuration for 9 days. Truth may come to you even faster.

How does truth come? It comes through several ways. The person may suddenly tell

you the truth. Or their friend may. Or you may discover it one way or the other.

Keep in mind that the truth may be that nobody is lying to you. I had many paranoid

people wanting to know the “truth” while there was no lies to begin with. These

people were very certain that they are being cheated on, while they were not. They

ordered spells, readings, Case Diagnostics from me for years and at the end, they

could not collect any “evidence of cheating” because there was no cheating.

http://www.plutocraft.com
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On the other side, I had people who were cheated on and lied to but did not know that.

After doing psychic readings for them, they were able to speak to their loved one and

get the truth.

I am telling you this so you know that they may be no lies. In that case, you will not

hear “the truth” or “confessions”. Just relax!

Also, if you wander why word “acacia” is used, know that it is one of the most

powerful secret Hoodoo energy formula to pull out the truth from anyone. Acacia tree

is used in such formula and a spell is put against a liar to bind him to inability to lie.

CONJURATION # 10

Manifest Anything

APTAW Seal

This is the seal that I designed as a part of my best-selling eBook called

A Prayer That Always Works

It is a deep Karma cleansing system, quick problem resolution method and miracle

manifestation prayer. This is like my personal manifesto that I carry with me

everywhere I go…

And a part of this is the Master PlutoCraft seal that I personally designed.

What you do is you pick any problem you have, then you FEEL as though problem is

resolved and look at the seal. This seal will then help you manifest the SOLUTION.

You don’t necessarily have to know what the solution will be - Universe has it’s own

intelligence and will find the ways!

Here is the seal.

http://www.plutocraft.com
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You can print it, download it on your phone or save it on your computer - the choice

is yours. I have many people tell me that my seal has such an immense power that it

ignites the emotions on a deep level and makes manifestation easy.

That does not surprise me even a bit because this is exactly what my seal was

designed to do: manifest miracles with it’s powerful magical symbolism!
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You got 10 Conjurations Against All Life Problems.

Now what?

Use it!

Seriously!

IT WORKS!

And whenever you need more help, always feel free to contact me:

https://plutocraft.com/contact-us/

Or visit my Magick shop to browse nearly 100 solutions to all your life needs:

https://plutocraft.com/shop/

And if you want to quickly add supreme power to your own manifestation, get a copy

of A Prayer That Always Works from me!

https://plutocraft.com/product-category/ebook/

Whatever challenge or major challenges you have, even they seem like impossible to

resolve, or even if you want to completely restructure and transform your life as

though if you are a new person born blessed and golden, radiating love and prosperity

- HIRE ME NOW to do the job for you!

Why me?

Because I am results only approach Magician! Go to PlutoCraft.com and see my

achievements and certifications.

YES! I am Certified Magick practitioner, educated, very experienced and I know how

to get the job done, so you get results! REMEMBER: I have over 70% client

return rate because of PlutoCraft Results Only Approach Magick!

https://plutocraft.com/contact-us/
https://plutocraft.com/shop/
https://plutocraft.com/product-category/ebook/
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CONTROL YOUR DESTINY OR

SOMEONE ELSE WILL!

CONTROL AND COMPLELLWITH
WORD’S MOSTRESULTS ORIENTED
MAGICK PRACTITIONER - MASTER

PLUTOCRAFT!

Go To:

www.PlutoCraft.com

And Begin Your Magick Journey Today!

AND IT IS DONE!

THIS IS SO!

AMEN!
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	PlutoCraft.Com
	10 CONJURATIONS AGAINST ALL PROBLEMS
	Lots of negative energies surround us every day, a
	Totally, there are four elements: The Fire, The Wa
	I will demonstrate you 10 very powerful Magick con
	These conjurations are not some made up stuff that
	Even though they do look simple, they can actually
	Also, feel free to use specific conjuration agains
	Keep in mind that when you do a conjuration, it ca
	Or, for example, Conjuration # 2 can destroy your 
	Trivia Tip:
	Conjurations are magical words, phrases and senten
	And also always remember that whatever you do – yo
	Do not dwell on taking revenge or satisfying your 
	Let me give you an example to demonstrate what I m
	Let the much wiser Universe decide. It may help yo
	Usually, Universe grants your request and will sav
	Feel free to save or print this report because it 
	Here is a quick reference list of what Elements de
	Element of Air – deals with your mental body and m
	Element of Fire – deals with your actions, energy,
	Element of Water – deals with your emotional body 
	Element of Earth – deals with your physical body a
	Keep in mind that when it comes to working with El
	Again, keep in mind that these are not just some w
	Why? 
	Because they work! And they work very well! Others
	Ready?
	Great!
	Let's begin!
	CONJURATION # 1
	Mother-Nature – Give Protection!
	To protect your health and financial stability you
	“Let my troubles go to soil. Take them, digest the
	Do not turn around and just go away without lookin
	As an amulet against the streams of negative energ
	“The bad eye, go away to the sky. In the bottle hi
	Note: “The bad eye” refers to many levels of negat
	CONJURATION # 2
	Fire And Sun, What's A Nice Day!
	You should deal with the Fire Magick (Element of F
	At noon time make a small fire, sit down by it fac
	For every piece of paper that you throw in the fir
	“Burn down the misfortunes with your flame, give m
	CONJURATION # 3
	When The Water Comes - The Trouble Goes Away!
	To deal with The Water element energy is better to
	Get a bowl of rain/snow water (melt it if needed).
	At night, under the moon, with your face to the We
	During every touch, you should say:
	“My word is a Spirit Sword. 
	No one can break and resist. 
	Of the key, lock and tongue it consist. Amen”
	CONJURATION # 4
	Use The Wind – And You Are Powerful!
	You can use the wind power (Element of Air) for pr
	At dawn, face to the East. Wait for the wind to bl
	“Leave me, the troubles, go away to the land of wi
	Take a thick white thread with little pieces of pa
	“What given to a mankind will fly away with wind. 
	Note: words like “key”, “lock”, “tongue” represent
	Together – We Are The Power!
	The power of Elements can be united. The elements 
	“Help me, Mother-Earth and Mother-Water! As the ri
	Wash your fingers and face a bit, and the rest of 
	If you want to create a house blessing and protect
	With a fire burning, a sharp sword, cold water, a 
	Put the “sword” under the mat by the doorstep.
	CONJURATION # 5
	Supreme Protection Against Evil
	In order to protect yourself and your loved ones f
	Simply read the following prayer to Archangel St. 
	St. Michael the Archangel, defend us in battle. Be
	CONJURATION # 6
	Gain Healing Power
	For healing powers, use Psalm 23 and Psalm 91 as c
	Read Psalms 23 and 91 in the morning and before go
	Psalm 23:
	1The Lord is my shepherd, I lack nothing.2     H
	5 You prepare a table before me    in the presenc
	Psalm 91:
	1 Whoever dwells in the shelter of the Most High 
	3 Surely he will save you    from the fowler’s sn
	9 If you say, “The Lord is my refuge,”    and you
	14 “Because he[
	CONJURATION # 7
	Conjure Up Money!
	This conjuration is used to attract money. And whe
	Don’t be surprised if you win a lottery or find mo
	For this conjuration, you will need a glass of ora
	Fill a glass with orange juice. Imagine $ symbol o
	After you imagine that, imagine that $ symbol insi
	Then, imagine that you attract money easily. Money
	You and money have excellent relationship! You ima
	Then, imagine that you are looking at yourself fro
	Then, you say the following conjuration:
	“I bathe money in the orange juice” - 3 times, pre
	After that, drink your orange juice, knowing that 
	This is a very powerful conjuration to conjure up 
	If you don’t drink orange juice, you can use any o
	CONJURATION # 8
	Fix All Your Love Problems
	To fix all your love problems, Aphrodite will help
	This conjuration also fixes broken relationships, 
	Aphrodite is a very powerful love deity who works 
	Here is the conjuration:
	Aphrodite, friend of people that seek a lover, a c
	For lifetime, a mate to talk about their sorrows a
	Aphrodite, you touch the Center of the soul,
	You light the fire of fire in men and women,
	You hold our hearts on your gentle hands. Goddess,
	Fair one, kind one, giver of the gifts that are mo
	Open my soul into pleasure and gladness, open
	My head to possibility, start my heart
	To love. Heal me of harm, release me out of panic;
	Grant me that the innocence of love I may
	See the world in all of its promise and attractive
	Grant me the wisdom of experience that I may
	Choose with sense and judgment. May my eyes be ent
	May my vision be accurate, may I see what's 
	More clearly than that which may be. Aphrodite,
	I pray to you, goddess, grant me your gift of love
	Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.
	CONJURATION # 9
	Detect Lies
	How would you like to gain a power when people can
	Through my Magick career, I had to cast spells for
	Here is how to do anti-lie conjuration…
	Think of a person that you want to know the truth 
	Then, you say this conjuration:
	“Acacia, acacia, make NAME* tell me the truth, Moo
	* NAME IS NAME OF THE PERSON WHOM YOU WANT TO TELL
	Say this conjuration for 9 days. Truth may come to
	How does truth come? It comes through several ways
	Keep in mind that the truth may be that nobody is 
	On the other side, I had people who were cheated o
	I am telling you this so you know that they may be
	Also, if you wander why word “acacia” is used, kno
	CONJURATION # 10
	Manifest Anything
	APTAW Seal
	This is the seal that I designed as a part of my b
	A Prayer That Always Works
	It is a deep Karma cleansing system, quick problem
	And a part of this is the Master PlutoCraft seal t
	What you do is you pick any problem you have, then
	Here is the seal.
	You can print it, download it on your phone or sav
	That does not surprise me even a bit because this 
	You got 10 Conjurations Against All Life Problems.
	Now what?
	Use it!
	Seriously!
	IT WORKS!
	And whenever you need more help, always feel free 
	Or visit my Magick shop to browse nearly 100 solut
	https:
	And if you want to quickly add supreme power to yo
	Whatever challenge or major challenges you have, e
	Why me?
	Because I am results only approach Magician! Go to
	YES! I am Certified Magick practitioner, educated,
	CONTROL YOUR DESTINY OR SOMEONE ELSE WILL!
	CONTROL AND COMPLELL WITH WORD’S MOSTRESULTS ORIEN
	Go To:
	www.Pluto
	And Begin Your Magick Journey Today!
	AND IT IS DONE!
	THIS IS SO!
	AMEN!

